REJOINDER TO COMMENTS ON "EXPORT
PROSPECTS AND ECONOMIC GROWTH"*
tb(e observations made by Dr. A. Kmeger and Professor P. T.
Bauer on my study "Export Prospects and Economic Growth :
India" (Economic Journal, September 1959) centre around the
theme that the policies of the Government of India are much more
to blame for the stagnation of India's exports than the slow-ex-
panding import demand of the industrial countries for primary
products of agricultural origin.
 1.	The continued stagnation of exports is accepted by Dr. A.
Krueger as "correct in total/' but she is not at all surprised at this,
since according to her India's   economy was also   "stagnant...
static" in this period.  Because per capita income in India did not
change much, Dr. Krueger seems to have implied that the total
volume of output was also stagnant.   Even on the assumption
of a constant per capita income, the volume of total national in-
come for the part that now constitutes India must have increased
over these three decades, as did population, by about one-half.
Stagnation—in fact a decline—in the volume of ezports against
this background means that they fell from about 9 per cent of the
output in the 'twenties to only 6 per cent in the 'fifties. The
capacity to produce obviously expanded much faster than that to
export.
 2.	It was suggested in my study that the relative stagnation of
Indian exports stemmed from a major shift in the commodity
structure of world trade and from the limited expansion of imports
of agricultural primary products into the industrial countries.
The G. A. T. T. and the various regional   Commissions of the
United Nations have also advanced similar conclusions on the
basis of extensive research on thfr export experience of various
countries. Dr, Krueger and Professor Bauer do not seem to agree
with the main lines of these analyses and maintain that "the past
behaviour of Indian exports can be more than adequately explained
by the policies of the Government of India and the Planning Com-
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